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WHAT PROPORTION OF MOSAIC EMBRYOS ARE SUITABLE FOR TRANSFER WHEN REVIEWED USING 

THE CoGEN POSITION STATEMENT? 
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 IntroductionA higher proportion of mosaic embryos are being detected following the introduction of 
Next Generation Sequencing for Preimplantation Genetic Testing for Aneuploidy (PGT-A), raising 
questions regarding the accuracy of trophectoderm samples when compared with the whole embryo 
and inner cell mass and casting doubt on the safety and effectiveness of transferring mosaic embryos. In 
2016, CoGEN released its position statement indicating the transfer priority of mosaics. The purpose of 
this study was to assess the impact of this statement when applied to patient cases, by identifying what 
proportion of mosaic embryos would be considered for transfer.MethodsFollowing the CoGEN position 
statement recommendation, we categorised mosaic embryos into 3 groups; high, medium and low 
priority for transfer:Highest priority: <40% of sample and only 1 chromosome involving chromosomes 
1,3,4,5,6,8,9,10,11,12,17,19&20Medium priority: >40% of sample and only 1 chromosome involving 
chromosomes 1,3,4,5,6,8,9,10,11,12,17,19&20Lowest priority: mosaics involving 2 or more 
chromosomes or only 1 chromosome involving chromosomes 2,7,13,14,15,16,18,21,22,X&YThe 
categories were applied to those patients that had no euploid embryos but 1 or more mosaic embryo 
available after PGT-A.Results and Conclusion6614 PGT-A cases were reviewed. 1384[20.9%] cases only 
had aneuploid embryos, 4538[68.6%] cases had one or more euploid embryos and 692[10.5%] case had 
no euploid and one or more mosaic embryo.The mosaic embryos in the no euploid, one or more mosaic 
group, when reviewed using priorities, resulted in:111[1.7%] of cases having at least one high priority 
mosaic available.184[2.8%] of cases having no high priority but at least one medium priority mosaic 
available.397[6.0%] of cases only having low priority mosaic embryos available.Reviewing cases where 
these mosaics have been transferred, to establish implantation and pregnancy success rates in relation 
to the prioritisation categories could provide valuable information for counseling patients undergoing 
PGT-A.  


